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Electromagnetism is a branch of physics involving the study of the electromagnetic force, a type of physical
interaction that occurs between electrically charged particles. The electromagnetic force usually exhibits
electromagnetic fields such as electric fields, magnetic fields, and light, and is one of the four fundamental
interactions (commonly called forces) in nature.
Electromagnetism - Wikipedia
These operators will â€œoperateâ€• on a wave function, Y, which is assumed to exist, and which is assumed
to contain all that is knowable about the quantum mechanical system.We would then solve the resulting
equation to get the particulars. And so, in this example, we can write the substitutions into the classical
expression for total energy.
Intuitive Concepts in Quantum Mechanics - Scriptural Physics
Electrodynamics is the physics of electromagnetic radiation, and electromagnetism is the physical
phenomenon associated with the theory of electrodynamics. Electric and magnetic fields obey the properties
of superposition.Thus, a field due to any particular particle or time-varying electric or magnetic field
contributes to the fields present in the same space due to other causes.
Electromagnetic radiation - Wikipedia
*Phi: Golden Ratio / Phase Conjugate / Negentropic Charge Collapse: Dan Winter's new book- The equation
for the frequency signature 'Origin of Biologic Negentropy' is the physics principle used for the THERAPHI- it
is the reason for the book title and the frequencies used are on the cover.
Theraphi team- Conjugate/Fractal Field Plasma Rejuvenation
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Ziemia oraz pozostaÅ‚e planety UkÅ‚adu SÅ‚onecznego powstaÅ‚y 4,54 Â± 0,05 mld lat temu z mgÅ‚awicy
sÅ‚onecznej â€“ obÅ‚oku gazu i pyÅ‚u, ktÃ³ry podczas powstawania SÅ‚oÅ„ca przeksztaÅ‚ciÅ‚ siÄ™ w dysk.
Z owego dysku miaÅ‚y powstaÄ‡ wszystkie planety oraz planetoidy. Najstarszy materiaÅ‚ znaleziony w
UkÅ‚adzie SÅ‚onecznym powstaÅ‚ 4,5672 Â± 0,0006 mld lat temu.
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